Abstract. On 29 December 2003, the Chinese spacecraft Tan Ce 1 (TC-1), the first component of the Double Star mission, was successfully launched within a low-latitude eccentric orbit. In the framework of the scientific cooperation between the Academy of Sciences of China and ESA, several European instruments, identical to those developed for the Cluster spacecraft, were installed on board this spacecraft.
Introduction
The Double Star program, prepared in cooperation between China and ESA, has given an opportunity to add new measurement points with identical instruments to the four Cluster spacecraft. The spare model of the Cluster HIA instrument , after modifications and adaptations, has been put on board the near-equatorial TC-1 spacecraft launched on 29 December 2003. The TC-1 orbit is 570 km×79 000 km (∼13.4 R E ), with a 28 • inclination orbit. This paper is a full description of the TC-1 HIA instrument and includes some first results in the different regions covered by the spacecraft in and near the magnetosphere. In order to cover populations ranging from magnetosheath/magnetopause ions to tail lobe ions, a dynamic range of more than 10 5 is required. HIA therefore consists of two 180° field-of-view sections, with two different sensitivities (with a ~20 ratio), corresponding respectively to the "high G" and "low g" sections.
The "low g" section allows detection of the solar wind and the required high angular resolution is achieved through the use of 8 sectors on the anode sensor (see Figure 2 ), 5.625° each, the remaining 8 sectors having 11.25° resolution. The 180° "high G" section is divided into 16 sectors, 11.25° each (Figure 2 ). For each sensitivity section a full 4π steradian scan, consisting of 32 energy sweeps, is completed every spin of the spacecraft, i.e. every 4 s, giving a full threedimensional distribution of ions in the energy range ~ 5 eV/e-32 keV/e. The geometry factor is ~ 7.0 × 10 for the "low g" half. Two blank sectors on the "low g" side avoid cross-talk between the two sensitivities. Note that the "low g" section, designed mainly for solar wind studies, is a heritage from Cluster. For Double Star the instrument operation is mainly on the "high G" section, since the spacecraft orbit rarely crosses the average (modelpredicted) position of the bow shock. However, thanks to the higher apogee than scheduled of the TC-1 spacecraft, and to the bow shock in/out motion around its average position, the spacecraft frequently gets into the solar wind but stays near the bow shock. which is one of the two different sensors that constitute the CIS (Cluster Ion Spectrometry) experiment on board the four Cluster spacecraft ). However, HIA on Double Star was adapted to the TC-1 spacecraft and orbit, and has some differences with respect to the Cluster HIA.
HIA is an ion energy-spectrometry experiment, capable of obtaining full 3-D ion distributions with good angular and time resolution (one spacecraft spin). HIA combines the selection of incoming ions, according to the ion energy per charge by electrostatic deflection in a quadrispherical analyser, using 2 hemispheric plates, with a fast imaging particle detection system. This particle imaging is based on microchannel plate (MCP) electron multipliers and position encoding discrete anodes. The energy selection of the ions is done by a fast 0-5000 V sweeping high voltage. The experiment also comprises a sophisticated single-processor-based instrument control and data processing unit (DPU) and memories, which permits extensive onboard data-processing.
Basically, the analyser design is a symmetrical quadrispherical electrostatic analyser, which has a uniform angleenergy response. The instrument has a uniform 360 • ×5.6 • disc-shaped field-of-view and narrow angular resolution capability.
In order to cover populations ranging from magnetosheath/magnetopause ions to tail lobe ions, a dynamic range of more than 10 5 is required. Therefore, HIA consists of two 180 • field-of-view sections, with two different sensitivities (with a ∼20 ratio), corresponding, respectively, to the "high G" and "low g" sections. The "low g" section allows detection of the solar wind, and the required high angular resolution is achieved through the use of 8 sectors on the anode sensor (see Fig. 2 ), 5.625 • each; the remaining 8 sectors have 11.25 • resolution. The 180 • "high G" section is divided into 16 sectors, 11.25 • each (Fig. 2) . For each sensitivity section a full 4π steradian scan, consisting of 32 energy sweeps, is completed every spin of the spacecraft, i.e. every 4 s, giving a full 3-D distribution of ions in the energy range ∼5 eV/e-32 keV/e. The geometry factor is ∼7.0×10 −3 cm 2 ·sr·keV·keV −1 for the "high G" half (over 180 • ), and ∼3.7×10 −4 cm 2 ·sr·keV·keV −1 for the "low g" half. Two blank sectors on the "low g" side avoid cross-talk between the two sensitivities.
Note that the "low g" section, designed mainly for solar wind studies, is a feature from Cluster. For Double Star the instrument operation is mainly on the "high G" section, since the spacecraft orbit rarely crosses the average (modelpredicted) position of the bow shock. However, thanks to the higher apogee than scheduled of the TC-1 spacecraft, and to the bow shock in/out motion around its average position, the spacecraft is frequently found in the solar wind but stays near the bow shock.
The HIA sensor on the TC-1 spacecraft is a spare model of the Cluster spacecraft but with some new properties: -The interface board has been changed; -In order to include radiation shielding, taking into account the orbit of TC-1, the size of the box has been increased by 4 mm on each side, on the top and on the rear, and the total mass of the sensor is 3.5 kg;
-New interface for telemetry;
-Some changes in Telemetry products;
-New interface for commanding;
-New telemetry data rate: 4.44 kbits/s.
From a mechanical point of view, and taking into account the radiation constraints, the thickness of the box has been increased : 5 mm instead of 0.8 mm. The upper plate was redesigned to incorporate the two connectors J01 and J04 (25 pins each). The rear part and one of the sides have the same shape but are thicker. One 4-mm thick shield was added on the other side over the existing plate to leave the connector fixations unchanged.
HIA telemetry modes
HIA has a large amount of flexibility either in the selection of the operational mode or in the reduction of the data necessary to fit the available telemetry bandwith. HIA can thus operate in 16 operational modes (Table 1) . These modes, which correspond to different energy sweeping schemes and to different combinations of telemetry products transmitted, can be grouped into 2 main categories:
• Magnetospheric Modes: these modes are relatively simple, i.e. the full energy-angle range is systematically covered. The different telemetry products (including moments) are deduced from the 62E×88 energy-solid angle count-rate matrices accumulated on the "high G" section.
• Solar Wind Modes (and solar-wind modes with the priority on the upstreaming ions): these modes allow a precise and fast measurement (4 s) of the ion flow parameters (H + , He ++ ). For that, in the solar wind, the energy sweep range is automatically reduced when the field-of-view of the "low g" section is facing the 45 • sector centred in the solar wind direction. This energy sweep range is adapted every spin, centred on the main solar wind velocity by using a criterion based on the H + thermal and bulk velocities computed during the previous spin. Moreover, detailed 3-D distributions (e.g. for upstreaming ions and/or for interplanetary disturbances) are included in the basic products transmitted magnetosphere -mode 2 = 7 PROM operation = 8 magnetosphere -mode 1 = 9 magnetosphere -mode 2 = 10 magnetosphere -mode 3 = 11 magnetosheath/magnetotail -mode 1 = 12 magnetosheath/magnetotail -mode 2 = 13 magnetosphere -data compression -mode 1 = 14 magnetosheath/magnetotail -data compression -mode 2 = 15 calibration/test mode to the telemetry. Outside this 45 • sector, the full energy sweep range is used. However, when the field-of-view of the "high G" section is facing the 45 • sector centred in the solar wind direction, the energy sweep stops (and "freezes") above the solar wind alpha particles energy, to avoid a quick degradation of the MCPs by the intense solar wind beam (modes 0-5).
HIA has various options for the selection of different onboard accumulation schemes regarding time, angle, energy, mass distributions in different ways into the memory. These options have no effect on the hardware configuration, on the sweeping scheme and on the telemetry rate.
In contrast to Cluster, on TC-1 there is no burst telemetry mode. Products and telemetry modes are presented in Tables 2-6. 
HIA measured parameters
The HIA telemetry comprises onboard calculated moments of the distribution functions, transmitted every spin of the spacecraft (4 s), and detailed 3-D distribution functions, transmitted with a time resolution that is mode dependent.
The basic measurements are:
• Moments of the distribution function of the ions: density, ion bulk velocity vector, pressure tensor, heat flux; • 2-D pitch-angle distributions using the onboard link with the magnetometer;
• 2-D azimuthal distributions.
Sampling time is 1 or 2 ms and the energy sweep period is 31.2, 62.5 or 125 ms. The DSDS (Double Star Science Data System) HIA parameters (see also Sect. 4.2) are moments of the ion distribution functions. These parameters include density, ion bulk velocity, parallel and perpendicular temperatures.
To calculate moments on board, integrals over the distribution function are approximated by summing products of measured count rates with appropriate energy/angle weighting over the sampled distribution. The moments are then log-compressed to 12 bits. Calibration factor corrections, conversion to physical units, and coordinate transformations are performed on the ground. The parallel and perpendicular temperatures are calculated on the ground from the onboard calculated pressure tensor, either by using the magnetic field direction derived from FGM PSDS data, or by diagonalising the pressure tensor (but with a degraded precision, depend- HIA moments are calculated from the analyser "high G" half during magnetospheric modes (the only modes systematically used on the TC-1 spacecraft), and from the "low g" half during solar wind modes. During magnetospheric modes, count rate summing is performed over 360 • in azimuth (one full spin). During solar wind modes, summing is Dayside Plasma Sheet (see Fig. 7 ) and MCP High-Voltage and Discriminator Level settings were also tested during this event. From the top the instrument mode, the MCP high voltage and the discriminator levels, the ion energy spectra, the density and the velocity components are shown. Variations in the energy spectra and in the density are mainly connected to changes in the MCP high voltage and the discriminator levels. Between 03:40 and 04:20 UT values are nominal.
3.3 First HIA commissioning data: ring current and radiation belts From the top the instrument mode, the MCP high voltage and the discriminator levels, the ion energy spectra, the density and the velocity components are shown. Energy bands, outer belt injections, energy dispersion and ring current structure are detected.
After analysis of the commissioning data, the decision was made to operate the instrument normally in the outer radiation belt, and to operate the instrument with a reduced MCP high-voltage in the inner belt (for L<2.3).
First HIA commissioning data: solar wind
The apogee of TC-1 is about 2 R E higher than scheduled before the launch. As a result, TC-1 is found in the solar wind during a part of each year. This was the case at the beginning of the mission. Figure 8 shows the data obtained by HIA, on 12 February 2004, between 12:00 and 22:00 UT. TC-1 was inside the magnetosheath and the solar wind. From the top the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density and the velocity components are shown. Magnetosheath data are clearly identified with many ions between about 100 eV and 10 keV. Solar wind ions are identified by the narrow and intense energy band around 2 keV. The interest of the TC-1 orbit is linked to the fact that the trajectory of TC-1 is very close to the bow shock (skimming orbit) and multiple traversals of the bow shock are clearly identified: between 15:30 and 22:00 UT more than 20 shock traversals are seen, TC-1 goes back to the magnetosheath for a while. Upstream ions are also detected above the solar wind energies. The ion densities shown in Fig. 8 are underestimated, because during this period the instrument was being tested with reduced MCP high voltages. After analysis of the commissioning data, the decision was made to operate normally the instrument in the outer radiation belt, and to operate the instrument with a reduced MCP high-voltage in the inner belt (for L < 2.3). which shows the data obtained by HIA on 24 February 2004, between 08:00 and 11:00 UT. From the top the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components are shown. TC-1 was first inside the magnetosheath, then in the solar wind near 08:40, returning back to the magnetosheath between 09:30 and 09:40 UT, returning back to the solar wind until about 10:10 UT and then coming back to the magnetosheath. Still, magnetosheath data are clearly identified by the ions between about 100 eV and 10 keV. Solar wind ions are identified by the narrow energy band around 2 keV. Upstream ions are also detected above the solar wind energies, mainly between 08:40 and 09:12 UT . In the solar wind there is also a second narrow band above the main one: this second band (much less intense) is due to the solar wind He ++ ions, whereas the main band is due to the H + ions. So, H + and He ++ ions are identified by these two energy bands, showing that HIA is able to achieve comprehensive solar wind measurements even when HIA is operated in a magnetospheric mode, as it is on TC-1. Figure 10 focuses on a small portion of this event between 09:20 and 09:50 UT. The motion of the spacecraft through the shock is very slow, due to the skimming orbit, and it is possible to measure the solar wind deceleration and the transition region between the solar wind and the magnetosheath with the mixture of the two populations. The solar wind is identified by the 2 parallel bands: the red band corresponds to the H + ions and the yellow one to the He ++ ions. Around 09:30 UT TC-1 is going inside the magnetosheath for a while with a clear deceleration of the solar wind ions. TC-1 is coming back to solar wind around 09:40 UT, also with energy dispersion.
3.6 HIA data on Double Star: inside the bow shock
On 25 February 2004 a very nice event of spacecraft relative motion inside the bow shock was detected. TC-1 is at the outbound leg of its orbit, very close to the apogee (very small spacecraft radial velocity). Due to its unique orbit, with an ions are identified by these two energy bands showing that HIA is able to achieve comprehensive solar wind measurements even when HIA is operated in a magnetospheric mode as it is on TC1. deceleration of the solar wind ions. TC-1 is coming back to solar wind around 09:40 UT with also energy dispersion. apogee around 13.5 Earth radii of geocentric distance, TC-1 skims along the bow shock. Therefore, TC-1 has a better chance to observe the bow shock for relatively longer intervals than other spacecraft that have visited this region. Figure 11 shows the data obtained by HIA, between 06:50 and 07:30 UT. From the top the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components are shown. Magnetosheath and solar wind data are clearly seen with the separation in two energy bands in the solar wind (H + and He ++ ions) still visible. Until about 07:04 UT TC-1 is in the magnetosheath, as can be seen from the broad ion energy spectrum, with the density greater than 20 cm −3 , and the V x velocity component around -100 km/s. Between 07:04 and 07:13 UT, TC-1 is almost stationary inside the bow shock. This allows the HIA instrument to measure the shocked solar wind, with the thermalisation process that transforms the solar wind kinetic energy into thermal energy and the acceleration of the ion population.
Upstream particles, with an energy above about 2 keV, generated inside the bow shock, are seen above the broad energy band of the magnetosheath ions. Some of these ions have energies which are too high to be detected by HIA, showing that the acceleration mechanism is strong. These upstream ions are detected with a clear energy dispersion (Louarn et al., 2003) . Strong bursts of low frequency waves (not shown) are simultaneously detected by the STAFF instrument inside the shock and might play a role in this process. Before the entrance in the solar wind the thermalization of the wind is very clear near 07:13 UT and also near 07:16 UT when the spacecraft leaves the solar wind. This is a very rare observation of the physical processes taking place within the bow shock, which is flapping over the spacecraft and the spacecraft stays within it for such a long interval that it allows one to measure in detail the complete ion distribution functions. Note, too, that the Cluster spacecraft go through the bow shock much more quickly. On February 24, 2004 a good example of the magnetosheath-dayside plasma sheet transition, with a boundary layer was detected. Figure 12 shows the data obtained by HIA, on February 24, 2004 between 14:00 and 16:00 UT. From top are shown the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components. 3.7 HIA data on Double Star: transition between the magnetosheath and the plasma sheet
On 24 February 2004 a good example of the magnetosheathdayside plasma sheet transition, with a boundary layer was detected. Figure 12 shows the data obtained by HIA, on 24 February 2004, between 14:00 and 16:00 UT. From the top the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components are shown. Magnetosheath ions are characterized by very strong fluxes in the 20-3000 eV energy band. Plasma sheet ions have higher energies but much lower fluxes, as it can be seen from about 15:14 UT. Just before, between 14:45 and 15:14 UT, thanks to its orbit TC-1 is in a boundary layer with a mixture of the two ion populations.
3.8 HIA data on Double Star: morning plasma sheet On 1 April 2004 TC-1 is in the morning-side plasma sheet. Figure 13 shows the data obtained by HIA, between 13:00 and 16:00 UT. From the top the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components are shown. In this example TC-1 is going outbound in the morning-side plasma sheet. Magnetosheath ions are characterized by very strong fluxes in the 20-3000 eV energy band. Plasma sheet ions have higher energies but much lower fluxes, as it can be seen from about 15:14 UT. Just before, between 14:45 and 15:14 UT, thanks to its orbit TC-1 is in a boundary layer with a mixture of the two ion populations. In Fig. 14 an example of Ion Distribution Functions on 1 April 2004 at 14:08:10 UT is shown. The 3 upper panels give in the GSE system, from left to right: V y in function of V x , V z in function of V x and V z in function of V y . Counterstreaming beams are detected, as seen in the opposite direction fluxes in red for the 2 distributions in function of V z in Fig. 14. In Fig. 13 velocity modulations, especially on the V x component, are detected and the beamlets are dispersed in energy as seen by Keiling et al. (2004) with Cluster.
3.9 HIA data on Double Star: example of outer radiation belt, ring current and nightside plasma sheet traversal
On 28 May 2004, between 12:00 and 16:00 UT, TC-1 is going through the outer radiation belt, the ring current and the nightside plasma sheet. Figure 15 shows the data obtained by HIA in this time interval. From the top the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components are shown. Initially, TC-1 was in the space between the inner and the outer radiation belts, and then it entered into the outer radiation belt from about 12:14 to 12:42 UT. The transition from the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components. In this example TC-1 is going outbound in the morning-side plasma sheet. ring current to the nightside plasma sheet is then observed at about 13:20 UT . Injections are clearly seen between about 13:00 and 15:00 UT and the plasma sheet is not stable.
3.10 HIA data on Double Star: example of plasma sheet thinning
On 14 September 2004, between 08:30 and 12:00 UT, TC-1 is in the nightside plasma sheet. Figure 16 shows the data obtained by HIA in this time interval. From the top the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components are shown. In this example, a plasma sheet thinning (Dandouras et al., 1986 ) is shown just before 10:00 UT, associated with magnetic field dipolarisation. At plasma sheet recovery, a fast tailward flow is seen, then an earthward plasma flow is observed in the expanding plasma sheet (Nakamura et al., 2002) .
HIA data processing and operations

HIA data processing architecture
The overall software architecture is the same as for Cluster, with 3 main levels: II.9 HIA data on Double Star: example of outer radiation belt, ring current and nightside plasma sheet traversal.
On May 28, 2004 TC1, between 12:00 and 16:00 UT, TC-1 is going through the outer radiation belt, the ring current and the nightside plasma sheet. Figure 15 shows the data obtained by HIA in this time interval. From top are shown the instrument mode, the ion energy spectra, the density, the velocity components and the temperature components. Initially TC-1 was in the space between the inner and the outer radiation belts, and then it entered into the outer radiation belt from about 12:14 to 12:42 UT. The transition from the ring current to the nightside plasma sheet is then observed at about 13:20 UT . 
HIA data in the DSDS
The HIA raw telemetry data are systematically processed at CESR, and the resulting Level 3 Data Products are delivered to CNES and ingested into the database. These are then made available through the DSDS (Torkar et al., 2004) . Level 3 files are CDF files in physical units, and they include density, bulk velocity, parallel and perpendicular temperatures. These files are organised following the Double Star Science Data System (DSDS) recommendations, and they populate two databases: the Prime Parameter Database (PPDB: 4-s resolution) and the Summary Parameter Database (SPDB: 1-min resolution). The contents of these databases are distributed to the National Data Centres on a daily basis. The PPDB are accessible to the whole Double Star community, and the SPDB are public domain. Due to their broad accessibility, and to the quality of their data products, these databases must permit joint analysis of plasma parameters from several instruments, further enhancing the science return of the Double Star and Cluster missions. In addition to the ion moments (density, ion bulk velocity in the GSE system, parallel and perpendicular temperatures), a "status word" is added to the HIA DSDS products. This status word is a string of four 1-byte unsigned integers: • Caveats The user of the HIA DSDS parameters needs to be cautious. These parameters are only moments of the distribution functions, which result from summing counting rates. Thus, they do not convey information on the detailed structure of the 3-D distributions.
Counting statistics are essential for obtaining reliable results. Besides instrument sensitivity and calibration, the accuracy of computed moments is mainly affected by the finite energy and angle resolution, and by the finite energy range of the instruments.
Injections are clearly seen between about 13:00 and 15:00 UT and the plasma sheet is not stable. [Nakamura et al., 2002] . At perigee, the HIA data can suffer from background due to penetrating particles from the radiation belts.
Spacecraft charging to a positive floating potential repels low-energy ions, which in these cases cannot be detected by HIA. The operation of the ASPOC ion emitter provides a helpful contribution in the detection of low-energy ions by HIA (particularly in low-density regions), by reducing the spacecraft potential. Spacecraft potential effects have thus to be taken into account for low-energy ions.
The HIA calibration values are regularly updated to take into account the detector efficiency evolution. However, as the evaluation of the detector efficiency requires some "time history", a necessity for a statistical analysis, there is a lag between the detector efficiency drift and the calibration updates. associated with these HIA pages and we recall that Prime Parameters are not for publications but can be used only for identifying and selecting events. •HIA high-resolution data (Level-1D), Calibration files and Processing software are available, for the HIA Co-Is, at the HIA Web server.
• Software (cl software, IDL based) is for processing and plotting HIA Level-1D and Level-2 data. It is interactive and provides a wide range of functionalities. This software can also read other (non-HIA) CDF or CEF files, for correlation studies, and can export the data in CEF (ASCII) format. Preliminary information is given in the caveats server, maintained by the HIA team. Please consult the HIA home page given for the latest caveat information: http: //doublestar.cesr.fr:8002. The HIA Web server contains both public-access pages and HIA Co-I reserved pages (see Fig. 17 ). To understand the data it is necessary to read the caveats associated with these HIA pages and recall that Prime Parameters are not for publication and can only be used for identifying and selecting events.
HIA high resolution data
HIA high-resolution data (Level-1D), calibration files and processing software are available, for the HIA Co-Is, at the HIA Web server. The software (cl software, IDL based) is for processing and plotting HIA Level-1D and Level-2 data. It is interactive and provides a wide range of functionalities. This software can also read other (non-HIA) CDF or CEF files, for correlation studies, and can export the data in CEF (ASCII) format.
Conclusions
This paper first summarizes the instrument properties, the instrument telemetry modes, and the data processing of the HIA instrument on board the TC-1 spacecraft of the Double Star project. By showing then different examples of the results obtained by the HIA instrument on board TC-1 in the different regions of the magnetosphere and in the solar wind, we have demonstrated that the TC-1-Double Star orbit is unique for boundary studies. The coordinated measurements of TC-1 and Cluster, with identical instruments, but very complementary orbits, will give many new results in the near future.
